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Holiday travel is on the horizon, and everyone is excited to jet out and see their families this 
holiday season. But travel can be hard on your hair, and keeping your locks looking luscious and 
healthy throughout the holiday season requires some help from UNITE Hair. With so many 
professional-grade products in travel-friendly sizes, like toning violet shampoo and volumizing 
spray, creating the perfect hairstyle and keeping your hair looking healthy has never been so 
easy. Check out these essentials from UNITE Hair that you’ll want over the holidays.  
 

 
 
Specially Formulated Daily Shampoo and Conditioner 
 

Specially formulated shampoo and conditioner are a must when traveling in winter. From the 
daily non-toning purple shampoo and purple conditioner for blondes in UNITE’s BLONDA™ 
Toning System to the cleansing and conditioning duo in the BOING™ Curl Care System and 
more, you can always take your specialty shampoo and conditioner with you on your travels. 
This can help keep your hair stable through changing environments.  
 
Bonus: Toning Purple Shampoo for Blondes 
 

This travel item is essential for all blondes. Hot water and harsh weather can cause yellow and 
brassy tones to show up in your blonde locks. But with UNITE Hair’s toning violet shampoo, you 
can neutralize those brassy tones in just 60 seconds. Get brighter-looking blonde hair fast with 
this strengthening formula.  
 

https://unitehair.com/products/blonda-toning-shampoo
https://unitehair.com/products/blonda-daily-conditioner
https://unitehair.com/


Award-Winning 7SECONDS™ Detangler 
 

UNITE’s hair detangler is a must-have travel essential wherever you go. It adds an extra layer of 
hydration to your locks, keeps you tangle-free, and has built-in UV and thermal protection. A 
hair detangler is the silky start to every stunning look. Taking this excellent product with you on 
your travels has never been easier with UNITE Hair’s travel sizes. 
 
Smoothing U Oil  
 

U Oil from UNITE Hair is one of the best products for smoothing out frizz and flyaways, sealing 
your ends, and adding endless shine to your hair. With additional UV and thermal protection, 
this argan oil from UNITE Hair is the perfect travel companion, especially if you check a bag or 
transfer it into a smaller container perfect for your carry-on. UNITE also offers an argan oil 
specially formulated for blondes with their multitasking BLONDA™ Oil. 
 
Defining TEXTURIZA™ Spray 
 

Texturizing spray hair products from UNITE Hair are the perfect tools to help you get the 
stunning look you love no matter how far away you might be. With a medium hold and a matte 
finish, your lovely locks always look natural and defined with UNITE’s TEXTURIZA™ Spray. This is 
the perfect product if you’re driving somewhere humid or have flat hair. 
 
Weightless BOOSTA™ Volumizing Spray  
 

The holidays are all about going big, and BOOSTA™ Volumizing Spray from UNITE Hair gives you 
weightless volume and texture in each spray. Spray at your roots for a more targeted lift, and 
use heat styling tools for the best results. Wherever you’re heading on your holiday travels this 
year, let UNITE Hair give you the stunning looks you love.  
 
Get perfect hair no matter where you go on your holiday travels this year with UNITE at  
https://unitehair.com/ 
 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/3QD7aLk 
 

 

 

https://unitehair.com/products/texturiza-spray
https://unitehair.com/
https://bit.ly/3QD7aLk

